A minimalistic and diverse made-to-measure linear lighting solution, allowing a seamless integration of light into matter and structure of buildings to enhance the architectural atmosphere. A combination of purist design with high-output led technology, offering designers creative freedom to accentuate architectural structures.
Full made-to-measure lighting solution
Ultra-minimalistic design
Surface mounted, trim and trimless recessed profiles
Cove, wall graze or other creative applications
IP65 solutions for wet areas and outdoor use
5W/m to 22W/m high output ledflex with CRI 90
Tunable white, RGB, 2700, 3000 and 4000K
Polycarbonate unifies single led dots to one continuous line,
Without any shadows across the entire length
Full made-to-measure lighting solution
Pendant & wall mounted down-up luminaires for pleasant direct-indirect lighting

Ultra slim design (FTL35 F HE D-U) or decorative design (FTL 35 X HE D-U) for better visual comfort

Specially designed polycarbonate for very high efficiency
Polycarbonate unifies single led dots to one continuous line, Without any shadows across the entire length
5W/m to 22W/m high output ledflex with CRI 90
Tunable white, RGB, 2700, 3000 and 4000K
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CTRL DELTA
WIRELESS CONTROL

An advanced lighting control solution based on the Bluetooth low energy standard. BLE is a state-of-the-art wireless technology. It is the only low power wireless technology available in all modern smartphones, tablets and smartwatches. This makes it the only mainstream power radiotechnology in the world. It is future proof and it is available now to control your lights.

For more information and technical info please go to www.deltalight.com/CTRLDELTA

The CTRL Delta technology creates an easy and user friendly platform for a contemporary lighting installation.